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A producer and financier perspective of 
commodity market risk

• In contrast to many papers presented, we use an 
extensive dataset of physical assets to look at commodity 
market risk from an oil producers and financier perspective

• Producers and Financiers need to assess the 
effectivenesss of hedges at the corporate level against 
underlying asset response to market risk

• Response attributes are particularly important in oil 
producer portfolios - and to financiers who fund physical 
oilfield assets



Global Reserve Replacement and Asset Pricing

Source: Tristone Capital, BP Statistical 
Review 2004

``.... the great divide of the petroleum industry: a rich discovery means a dissatisfied landlord. 
He knows that the tenant's profit is far greater than necessary to keep him producing, and he 
wants some of the rent. If he gets some, he wants more'' (Adelman 1972). 

There remains no global agreement on this elemental issue. We provide empirical insights
into the asset pricing problem.

In the last 8 years, 75% 
of reserve replacement 

from Non-OECD 
countries.



Extensive Sample – OECD (concession) and 
Non-OECD (PSC) Oilfield Assets

53%439108PSC Regimes

43%315103Concession Regimes

211Total

37%40436Egypt

49%52243Indonesia
83%36029

Non-OECD Countries
Angola

44%79029Norway, Cont. Shelf (NCS)

35%16143UK, Continental Shelf (UKCS)
57%9831

OECD Countries
US, Gulf of Mexico (GoM)

Remaining Reserves 
as % of Country Res.

Total Reserves 
(mmboe)

Number 
of Fields



Our Contribution
• Underlying producer and financier asset pricing insights provide context for 
commodity price risk allows us to revise the low oil price paradigm of studies in the 
1990s. 

• We are aided by excellent oilfield asset data provided by Wood Mackenzie   

• Our physical asset valuation approach encorporates recent price risk findings by 
Bessembinder et Al. (1995) and Geman (2005)

• We evaluate global state participation effects on oilfield asset values. Much 
debate has been heard about uncertain commodity price expectations, a factor we 
accomodate by modelling three oil price scenarios and stochastic price volatility

-- Low Oil Prices US$22.5/bbl
-- Current Oil Prices US$45/bbl + Stochastic Price Volatility
-- High Oil Prices US$90/bbl



Presentation Overview – Introduction
Link to other papers at the conference – context ...See 

conclusion...
• Economic State Variables

- Geographic Reserve Location and Replacement
- OECD Countries -- Concession Regimes
- Non-OECD Countries -- Production Sharing Contracts

• Global Sample of Oilfield Assets
- 211 Oilfields
- 6 Countries
- Some blurb about the % of reserves...

• Deterministic Present Value Analysis
- Operational, Capital Pre-Tax PV 
- Operational, Capital, Tax Post-Tax PV

• Stochastic Simulation
- Oil Price
- Effect of Economic State Variables on Field Values
- Market Risk Analysis
- Linking Operational and Market Risks



1266 Stochastic 
Simulation Results

Whole field life

Global Reserves in the O&G Sector shift from concessions in OECD to 
production sharing contracts (PSC) in Non-OECD regions

Characteristic in O&G: State Participation attaches to the Wellhead

Market/Economic 
(Commodity Price Risk)

Oilfield Valuation and 
Simulation

Stochastic Oil 
Price 
Behaviour, 
(Structural 
Shift in 2000)

Price Scenarios 
and Forward 
Price Curve with 
Short Horizon 
Mean-Reversion

Economic State Variable 
Effects on Oilfield Asset 
Values which directly 
affects BE/ME Valuation 
Metric

Data Set provides Operational 
and Fiscal Insights for each 
individual Oilfield 

Wood Mackenzie GEM

Today’s Framework – Effects of Commodity 
Price Shocks and Economic State Variables on 

Asset Values  

Bessembinder et 
al. (1995)

Geman (2005)Haushalter et al. (2002), 
Niemann and Sureth (2002)

Fama and French 
(1993,1995)

Operational 
Costs 

State 
Participation

Three Oil Price Scenarios and 
Stochastic Price Volatility: 

US$22.5/bbl, US$45/bbl, US$90/bbl

211 Oilfields, 6 Countries, 
OECD and Non-OECD

Pre- and PostTax Asset Values



OECD dominance…is shifting towards 
Non-OECD Countries with progressive tax rates – And this 

means differential asset response to oil price volatility

Source: Tristone Capital, BP 
Statistical Review 2004



Generalization of Results on the Ownership Regime 
Level – Deterministic PV Analysis 

and Stochastic Simulation

• Deterministic Oilfield Present Value Analysis:
– Pre- and Post-Tax Present Value for 211 oilfields from OECD 

(concession) and Non-OECD countries (PSC)
– Tax calculation on the individual field level with field specific tax and 

state participation terms following Niemann and Sureth (2002) 
– Three (low/current/high) oil price scenarios -- US$22.5/bbl, US$45/bbl,

US$90/bbl – Detailed global oilfield values at a spread of past, present 
and possible future oil prices

• Stochastic Simulation:
– Monte Carlo simulation of 211 oilfields, pre- and post-tax at each of the 

three price scenarios 
– Stochastic oil price volatility combining mean reversion (Bessembinder 

et al.1995) with structural shift insights (Geman 2005)
– …many, many days later…
– Each simulation runs through a tax filter….!!!! Overcomes the dynamic 

taxation model problem noted by Niemann and Sureth (2002) 
– 1266 simulated oilfield PV frequency distribution functions



Production Sharing Contracts and Concessions

• A production-sharing contract is a contractual agreement between a 
contractor and a host government under which the contractor typically bears 
all risk and costs for exploration, development, and production.

• In return, the contractor is given the opportunity to recover the investment 
from production (cost hydrocarbons), subject to specific limits and terms. 

• The contractor also receives a stipulated share of the production remaining 
after cost recovery (profit hydrocarbons). 

• Unlike concessions, the host government retains ownership; however, the 
contractor normally receives title to a prescribed share of the volumes as they 
are produced. 

• Reported reserves are based on the economic interest held subject to the 
specific terms and time frame of the agreement.

Source: Guidelines for the Evaluation of Petroleum Reserves and Resources, SPE Working Paper 2005



Deterministic Whole Life Field Model (211 oilfields)

• Entitled Production depends on contractually specified cost recovery (Cost 
Oil) and profit splits with the state (Proft Oil). 

• The fiscal effect of the contractual terms is analyzed anually and with each 
simulation iteration at the individual field level for 211 oilfields.

• Undiscounted valuation of annual field cash flow for the operating company



State Participation in OECD and Non-OECD Assets 
under Low Oil Prices (Present Values at US$22.5/bbl)



State Participation in OECD and Non-OECD Assets 
under Current Oil Prices (Present Values at US$45/bbl)



State Participation in OECD and Non-OECD Assets 
under High Oil Prices (Present Values at US$90/bbl)



Progressive State Participation in Non-OECD Assets 
under High Oil Prices (Relative Present Values)

Post-Tax 
PV

TaxPre-Tax 
PV

CAPEXOPEXGross 
Revenue

17%73%90%6%4%100%Angola

51%39%90%5%5%100%GoM

High Oil Price of 90$/bbl – No participation in Oil Price Upside in Non-OECD Assets

24%56%80%12%8%100%Angola

45%35%80%11%9%100%GoM

Current Oil Price of 45$/bbl – Progressive State Participation in Non-OECD Assets

22%38%60%24%16%100%Angola

33%27%60%22%19%100%GoM

Low Oil Price of 22.5$/bbl



Progressive State Participation and Oil Price Effects
on Deterministic Pre- and Post-Tax Asset Values 

(Example GoM and Angola)

High
90$/bbl

Low
22.5$/bbl

• High oil prices shows strong divergence in pre-tax and post-tax PV 
for the PSC regimes caused by progressive tax rates (Example 
Angola) 

• At current oil prices, deterministic pre-tax and post-tax PV increase at 
a similar rate in concession regimes and start divergeing 
progressively in PSC regimes.

• Pre-tax PV Gom 
• Pre-tax PV Angolan

Current
45$/bbl



Revising the Low Oil Price Paradigm -- Deterministic 
Oilfield Valuation Measures

... prior studies selected the oil and gas sector for reasons of homogeneity and performed 
their analyses at oil prices of circa US$30/bbl (Jin and Jorion 2005). 

We observe divergence and non-homogenous responses for high and low oil prices:

High
90$/bbl

Current
45$/bbl

Low
22.5$/bbl

• Absolute and relative PV post-tax  PSC < Concession. Progressive state 
participation in PSC regimes, linear increase in relative PV post-tax for 
concessions

• Absolute PV post-tax PSC > Concession, relative PV post-tax PSC < 
Concession at current oil prices of US$45/bbl

• Absolute PV post-tax PSC > Concession, relative PV post-tax for PSC > 
Concession



Field Model Implied Oil Price Curve incorporates  
Stochastic Exogenous Price Volatility

• Oil price assumptions combine short horizon mean-reversion (Bessembinder et 
al.1995) with recent work by Geman (2005)

• Following insights into oil price behavior post 2000 (structural shift), we include log-
normally distributed stochastic price volatility at each level

High
90$/bbl

Current
45$/bbl

Low
22.5$/bbl

• Oil Price Effect is analyzed at US$22.5/bbl, US$45/bbl and US$90/bbl. Stochastic price 
volatility is log-normally distributed 

• We use 30% price volatility – Investment bank view ( 1998 – 2006)



211 Oil Fields Stochastic Pre- and Post-Tax -- Relative 
Descriptive Measures of 1266 Simulated PV 

Frequency Distributions

19%23%13445854PSC

35%33%18395615Concession

High Oil Price of 90$/bbl

20%29%7492610PSC

35%32%7592375Concession

Current Oil Price of 45$/bbl

39%32%3271030PSC

38%27%204762Concession

Low Oil Price of 22.5$/bbl

Standard 
DeviationPost-Tax / Pre-TaxPost-Tax (US$M)

Mean
Pre-Tax (US$M)

Regime



GoM and Angolan Field – Stochastic Pre- and Post-
Tax PV Frequency Distribution Functions

• Divergent and heterogeneous field responses at high oil prices have effects 
on hedging strategies and asset portfolio allocation.



Stochastic Simulation Insights -- Post-Tax PV 
Response Rate to Oil Price Changes

High
90$/bbl

Current
45$/bbl

Low
22.5$/bbl

• For an increase in price of 100%, PSC fields appreciate in Field Value by 
88%, Concession fields by 55%

• Differences in changes in post-tax PV between concession and PSC 
fields are significant at 95%

Current
45$/bbl

• For an increase in price of 100%, PSC fields appreciate in Field Value by 
89%, Concession fields by 121%

• This behaviour is indicative of progressive state participation in Non-
OECD countries

• Differences in changes in post-tax PV between concession and PSC 
fields are significant at 99%



Stochastic Simulation Insights cont’d

High
90$/bbl

Current
45$/bbl

Low
22.5$/bbl

• SD: Tightens for both concession and PSC

• Skewness: Increasing positive Skewness for Concessions (degressive) 
and PSC (progressive) 

• Kurtosis: Inversion, PSC increases linear from low to high, Concessions 
remain almost flat

Current
45$/bbl

• SD: Further tightening

• Skewness: Approaching convergence at high oil prices

• Kurtosis: More pronounced divergence at high oil prices, Kurtosis for 
PSC increases, Concessions remain at same level



Conclusion

Oilfields are physical assets with state participation attached to the asset 
and occurring at or near the wellhead, contractual terms cause divergent 
and hetrogeneous response to oil price movements. 

Response findings have implications for hedging decisions. Important for 
risk managers and  corporate financiers: The optimal portfolio composition 
of asset holdings varies with price

We refine the low oil price paradigm and the homogeneity assumption of 
previous studies (Jin and Jorion 2005): High oil prices have the potential to 
invert asset value and risk relation between OECD (concession) and Non-
OECD (PSC) oilfields. 

Detailed information about geographic location of and corresponding state 
entitlement terms are necessary requirements for accurate asset valuation. 

We provide evidence in support of Stulz (2005) -- State agents in the oil 
and gas sector limit the value of globalization for corporates seeking to 
diversify into Non OECD countries



Our current research

We suggest that differential asset responses provide clear insights into 
questions raised by Fama and French (1993,1995) how economic state 
variables affect BE/ME

We find early market evidence that economic state variables affect asset 
values and therefore BE/ME (Fama and French 1993, 1995)

Economic state variables suggest capability of inverting established risk 
and return convention (Mehra and Prescot 1985)

Cause: Progressive Non-OECD state participation

Producers and financiers need to include country regulatory specificities in 
asset pricing under conditions of market risk (Bekaert and Harvey 2002)

Any questions for us?
It is our pleasure to provide detailed work on request, our working papers 

have been uploaded on SSRN


